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The Louis Lesaffre Cup, created in 2003, is an  
unmissable event in the bakery world, as well as 
enjoying worldwide renown among the general 
public.

The third edition of the Louis Lesaffre Cup forms 
part of a complete cycle of competitions:

•  the Louis Lesaffre Cup  
(national selection rounds), held in 2009-2010,

•  the Louis Lesaffre Cup  
(international selection rounds) in 2010-2011,

•  the Bakery World Cup,
which will be held during the Europain show  
in 2012.

The second edition mobilised 40 countries, with 90 
selection rounds and a total of 6,000 candidates. 
Entries for the third edition of the Louis Lesaffre 
Cup are now open.

The candidates compete in three categories: Bread, 
Viennese Pastry and Artistic Piece. 

Candidates compete individually in the national 
selection rounds. The best candidates chosen 
in each category then form a national team  
composed of three bakers and this is the team that 
will represent its country during the Louis Lesaffre 
Cup international selection rounds.

The international selection rounds will be orga-
nised on all four continents (America, Europe, Africa 
Mediterranean, Asia Pacific). They are judged by 
independent juries chaired by Christian Vabret, 
Meilleur Ouvrier de France and founder of the Ba-
kery World Cup.

Following the international selection rounds, nine 
teams will have earned the right to compete  
in the Bakery World Cup, alongside the three 
pre-selected countries.

Organiser of the Louis Lesaffre Cup worldwide, 
Lesaffre has technical support from the profes- 
sional union EKIP “Les Équipementiers du Goût” 
(Taste equipment manufacturers).

LAUnChEd In SEPTEMBEr 2009, ThE ThIrd EdITIOn 
OF ThE LOUIS LESAFFrE CUP BrInGS TOGEThEr ThE 
FInEST BAKErS FrOM ALL OVEr ThE WOrLd TO COM-
PETE In TEAMS FOr ThE BAKEry WOrLd CUP In 2012.

A leading event for the  
WorLd’s GreAtest BAkers
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International selection rounds will be 
organised on four continents, starting with 
the Americas. 
This first international selection round for the 
Louis Lesaffre Cup will be held in the USA, at 
the prestigious International Baking Industry 
Exposition (IBIE) trade show in Las Vegas 
from 26th to 29th September 2010 (Main hall 
- Stand 4552). 

With more than 100,000 m² of exhibition 
space, this trade show attracts companies 
from all over the world and from all branches 
of the cereal-based food industry. Exhibits 
include a wide range of solutions regarding 
equipment, materials, supplies and ingre-
dients.  

The show constitutes a valuable meeting 
point for professionals from all over the 
Americas, with 15,000 visitors expected in 
September. 

Following the competition, a ceremony(*) 
will be held on 29th september 2010 to 
announce the two winning teams and the 
two “Challenger” teams.

Launch of the AmeriCAs 
internAtionAL seLeCtion round
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Bénédicte duBArt is an artist who has 
been sculpting bronze for over ten 
years. she has been part of the Louis 
Lesaffre Cup since its inception. Like our 
competing bakers, this artist epitomises 
sensitivity and creativity, essential 
components of the competition.  

ThE FOLLOWInG COUnTrIES WILL BE COMPETInG  
In ThE AMErICAS SELECTIOn rOUnd, On ThE dATES 
IndICATEd BELOW:
sunday 26 september 2010                                                               

monday 27 september 2010                                                              

tuesday 28 september 2010                                                               

USA                                   Canada                             Mexico 

Argentina                        Brazil                                 Costa rica

Chile                                Peru

* Results Announcement Ceremony Central Hall - Booth 4552 on 29th September 2010 at 11.00 am.
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UnITEd STATES OF AMErICA

MExICO

COSTA rICA

BrAzILPErU

ChILE ArGEnTInA

CAnAdA

The Argentinean national team

The Chilean national team  

The Costa rican national team

The Peruvian national team 

The US national team

The Mexican national team  

The Brazilian national team

The Canadian national team

Countries National selection Members Category

Argentina
From 7 to 11 june 2010

Sergio GonzAlez
leonardo Daniel CHAzARRetA
Juan eleuterio VAmVAkiAnoS

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece

Brazil
15 july 2010

Cristiano da Silva meiRelleS
Aldo de JeSuS SAntoS
Wagner menDonçA AmoRim

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece

Canada
24 and 25 july 2010

marcus mARiAtHAS  
Alan DumonCeAux  
Bill ClAy

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece

Chile
From 22 to 25 june 2010

Andres RiVeRo GueRReRo
David PARDo munoz
Ariel mAnRiquez De lA Fuente

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece

Costa Rica
From 3 to 7 may 2010

Carlos Alberto muRillo 
Fabián SolAno nAVARRo  
moisés CARmonA  

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece

united States of 
America

July 2010

michael zAkoWSki
Jeremey GADouAS
Harry PeemoelleR

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece

mexico
From 12 to 14 may 2010

Francisco GonzAlez 
Ramiro Joél mAlDonADo 
Joél GutieRRez 

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece

Peru
14 july 2010

Roger APonte VillAnueVA
Carlos HuARCAyA ynDiGoyen
Hector uRRunAGA CoSmoPoliS

Bread
Viennese Pastry
Artistic Piece
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Editorial

Thanks to its network of subsidiaries and its  
25 Baking Centers spread over all 5 continents,  
Lesaffre has exceptional resources to organise  
this event of international significance. As long- 
time partners, the professional federations and 
organisations are of course at our side and play  
a full part in the success of the competition cycle.

A driving force in the dissemination of know-how, 
the Baking Centers provide support in the form  
of technical assistance for the teams, as well as 
guaranteeing them impeccable logistical back-up. 
This enables them to produce their very best  
efforts.

The Louis Lesaffre Cup wants to shine the spotlight 
on these men and women who, with talent, imagi-
nation and generosity, shape these unique  
products, the bread, Viennese pastry and artistic 
piece. In a warm, friendly atmosphere, each  
person can appreciate the dynamics of the profes-
sion which is keen to innovate.

In addition to this human adventure, the Louis  
Lesaffre Cup conveys an excellent image of the 
profession of baker and encourages shared expe-
riences that transcend all borders.

olivier Génie 
director of the Lesaffre Baking Center

An UnMISSABLE EVEnT SInCE 2003, ThE LOUIS LESAFFrE 
CUP OnCE AGAIn dEMOnSTrATES LESAFFrE’S LOnG- 
STAndInG COMMITMEnT TO ThE BAKEry PrOFESSIOn.

highlighting baking talent  
at international level

About

Olivier Génie
director of the Baking Center in Marcq-en-Barœul 
since October 2008, Olivier Génie joined Lesaffre  
in 1986. he has worked on the American continent, 
ranging from Canada to Argentina and including 
Mexico. 

The 25 Baking Centers are genuine ideas laboratories,  
encouraging people to share their know-how and 
offering a wide range of expert training courses 
specially designed for professionals in the bakery 
chain. Their bakery technicians meet up with 
bakery professionals every day to propose their 
technical assistance. Pioneers in the development of 
new bread-making technologies, the multicultural 
teams provide technical advice in the field of 
product development or quality optimisation, with 
the backing of the sensorial analysis laboratory 
situated in the very first Baking Center set up in 

Marcq-en-Barœul near Lille, 
35 years ago!

Over 100 Lesaffre experts from 
these Baking Centers (bakers, 
millers, engineers) provide 
help and support for bakers 
worldwide.

25
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A GEnUInE PArTnErShIP  
WITh ThE PrOFESSIOn

The Louis Lesaffre Cup started life in 2003, on the 
initiative of Christian Vabret, Meilleur Ouvrier de 
France. The founder of the Bakery World Cup  
wanted a more rigorous approach to the national 
selection rounds that produced its candidates.

Only the Lesaffre Group was capable of taking 
charge of this type of event which also gave it the 
opportunity to build a closer relationship with  
national professional bodies, to obtain the support 
of the profession’s representatives and to position 
itself as a worthwhile partner of the bakery  
business.

Very quickly the idea of running international  
selection rounds was mooted. Foreign bakers  
were immediately appreciative of this approach 
which has helped to reveal the diversity and quality 
of bread all over the world.

An EVEnT  
OF WOrLdWIdE rEnOWn

The Louis Lesaffre Cup is now an unmissable event 
in the bakery world, as well as enjoying worldwide 
renown among the general public.

Each edition of the Louis Lesaffre Cup requires an 
enormous amount of preparatory work.

Lesaffre provides an international team of organi-
sers as well as making its Baking Centers available 
for candidate training, also supplying the equip-
ment and products they need. Its colleagues travel 
all over the world to organise the selection rounds. 
The group is responsible for travel, accommoda-
tion, meals, and sometimes even for the bakers’ 
clothes. It also negotiates partnerships with the 
shows during which the competitions are held.

40 countries took part in the second edition of  
the Louis Lesaffre Cup, making a total of 6,000 
candidates who competed in 90 selection rounds.

The high spot of the third edition will be the 2012 
Bakery World Cup, of which Lesaffre is the exclusive 
official partner.

Thanks to the Louis Lesaffre Cup pre-selections, 
only the very finest examples of international  
baking talent take part in this unparalleled event.

A high class event  
Where the BAkery ProFession 
surPAsses itseLF to AChieve 
Wide reCoGnition
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 COnVEyInG A nEW  
IMAGE OF BAKErS

“The Louis Lesaffre Cup gives bakers pride in their 
profession, declares Jean-Jacques Semlangne, one 
of its founders. With just two editions, the event 
has improved the image of the profession, just  
as the competitions have rejuvenated that of  
the bakers”.

By helping to improve the image of bakery world-
wide, by demonstrating that bread-making can be 
an art, the Louis Lesaffre Cup gives new impetus to 
an often-discreet profession.

In addition to the participants achieving recognition 
for their profession, their passion for bread, their 
desire to surpass themselves and to experience  
a unique moment in their career 
provide an amazing example that 
moulds the modern aspect of  
today’s bakers and prepares the 
way for tomorrow’s bakers.

About

 Jean-Jacques Semlangne
The first professional baker to join Lesaffre, Jean-Jacques Semlangne very 
quickly realised the importance of developing close relations with the 
bakers, in order to understand and share their concerns, their formulas 
and production processes, in France and above all abroad. This was what 
led him in 1974 to set up the first Baking Center in Marcq-en-Baroeul 
(nord), a concept that is still one of Lesaffre’s strengths.
 
Currently director of the SIL (factory based in Marcq-en-Baroeul),  
he continues to carry out missions for the group on an ad hoc basis.

Jean-Jacques Semlangne is also the man behind the Louis Lesaffre Cup. 
“For Lesaffre, this competition is a chance to make the group’s name better 
known. Indeed, bakers only know certain yeast brands such as l’hirondelle, 
Saf-instant, Springer Fala, etc...”
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“the Louis Lesaffre 
Cup gives new impetus 
to an often-discreet 
profession”
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A hIGh-FLyInG  
COMPETITIOn CyCLE

The third edition of the Louis Lesaffre Cup, launched  
in September 2009, forms part of a complete cycle 
of competitions that includes national and inter-
national selection rounds and culminates in the 
Bakery World Cup.

The Louis Lesaffre Cup is more than just a series of 
competitions, it is more of an initiation process 
that provides a path to excellence.

The national selection rounds of the third Louis  
Lesaffre Cup will take place in around forty coun-
tries between 2009 and 2010. The aim of these  
individual selection rounds is to form a national 
team of three bakers who will go on to represent 
their country in the Louis Lesaffre Cup international 
selection rounds.

The international selection rounds will be organised 
on all four continents as follows:
• America
• Europe
• Africa Mediterranean
• Asia Pacific

At the end of the international selection rounds, 
there will be nine teams, including one “Challenger” 
team (cf. insert), will have earned the right to compete 
in the Bakery World Cup which will be held during 
the Europain show in 2012. These nine teams will 
come from the following regions:

•  America:  
two teams selected,

•  Europe:  
three teams selected,

•  Africa Mediterranean:  
one team selected,

•   Asia Pacific:  
two teams selected.

The three countries on the winners’ podium in the 
previous Bakery World Cup (France, Taiwan, Italy) 
have already been pre-selected to take part in the 
2012 World Cup, when they will be competing for a 
second title. They do however still have to choose 
the candidates to form their national team.

The Louis Lesaffre Cup:   
the PAth to exCeLLenCe 

the ConCePt oF the “ChALLenGer” teAm 

The third edition of the Louis Lesaffre Cup will choose nine teams to compete for the Bakery World Cup in 2012. Among these, 
this third edition reserves a place for a “Challenger” team. Based on their performances, six “Challenger” teams will be 
designated in advance on each continent. When all the Louis Lesaffre Cup International Selection rounds have been held, the 
best of the “Challenger” teams will earn a place in the Bakery World Cup competition, an added opportunity for one of the 
teams to remain in the competition.
 
On the American continent, two “Challenger” teams will be designated following the forthcoming International Selection 
rounds.
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A PACKEd COMPETITIOn TIMETABLE

The Louis Lesaffre Cup national selection rounds 
will be organised in the countries concerned in 2009 
and 2010.

Four international selection rounds have already 
been scheduled across the world in anticipation of 
the 2012 Bakery World Cup.

An EVEnT OPEn TO ALL BAKErS

The candidates taking part in the Louis Lesaffre 
Cup are composed exclusively of professional  
bakers between the ages of 18 and 55.

This regulation throws access to the competition 
wide open but the rest is up to the participants’  
expertise and talent.

ThrEE SEPArATE EVEnTS

In both the national selection rounds (individuals) 
and the international selection rounds (teams), 
each candidate specialises in one of the competi-
tion’s three categories: Bread, Viennese Pastry or 
Artistic Piece.

during the international selection rounds, the can-
didates will have all the equipment and everyday 
raw materials they need to prepare their recipes.  
In certain cases, they can use additional products 
chosen by them, subject to the prior agreement of 
the Jury President. Each international selection test 
will last for eight hours and will be preceded by one 
hour’s preparation the day before.

• Bread category
The test includes making a variety of traditional 
baguettes. In addition to this symbolic example  
of French bakery, the organisers test the bakers’ 
abilities on different types of bread: sandwich  
loaves, specialities of the country and worldwide 
specialities.
• Viennese Pastry category
This category gives the teams a chance to work on 
a wide variety of international products (croissants 
and pains au chocolat) and specific national  
products while using the techniques that highlight 
their expertise. The programme includes making 
five types of Viennese pastries using leavened  
dough and flaky pastry dough.
• Artistic Piece category
This test gives free rein to the creative process  
while, at the same time, requiring enormous tech-
nical mastery. The exercise involves producing a 
composition that conveys the identity of the 
country of each participating team. The piece is 
produced using doughs made of edible products. 
Synthetic frameworks and glues are not allowed.

InTErnATIOnAL SELECTIOn FOr ThE LOUIS LESAFFrE CUP 2010-2011

Region Probable date Location

America 26 to 29 septembre 2010 iBie Show  
(las Vegas - united States)

europe 22 to 26 january 2011 SiRHA Show
(lyon - France)

Africa mediterranean 22 to 25 march 2011 CRemAi Show 
(Casablanca - morocco)

Asia Pacific 26 to 28 may 2011 interbake Show
(Canton - China)
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An opportunity to reveal talents, 
A moment oF ContACt, 
A unique exPerienCe

AS MAny TALEnTS AS ThErE ArE 
 CAndIdATES

The Louis Lesaffre Cup reveals the amazing diversity 
of bread that is produced all over the world using 
the same four ingredients: flour, water, salt and 
yeast.

For many competitors, the Louis Lesaffre Cup is 
also an opportunity to reproduce long-forgotten 
traditional regional bread varieties.

The third edition of the Louis Lesaffre Cup will 
bring together candidates from around forty coun-
tries on all five continents.

The countries of Western Europe, where the baking 
tradition is strong, the countries of the Maghreb 
and Africa, where bread is still a basic necessity, 
the United States, where bread is mainly produced 
industrially, and Japan, where home-made bread 
is considered a luxury, have traditionally taken part 
in the competition.

Other countries, like China and Taiwan, just disco-
vering crusty bread and leavened bread, now take 
part in the Louis Lesaffre Cup, and Taiwan demons-
trated its expertise by attaining the second step of 
the podium at the last Bakery World Cup.

A SPECIAL MOMEnT OF COnTACT

The Louis Lesaffre Cup gives participating bakers 
the chance to get together for a few days – a rare 
occurrence in the profession. 

The competition also provides participants with an 
opportunity to discover new bread-making techni-
ques, improve their products and try out new ones. 
The candidates use this special time to share their 
know-how, their dexterity and their recipes… with 
the fair play that characterises these meetings.

This competitive spirit, this exchange of ideas and 
this cultural mix help to make the Louis Lesaffre 
Cup a unique competition, one that procures  
genuine personal and professional enrichment.
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A hUMAn AdVEnTUrE

The Louis Lesaffre Cup is more than just a technical 
competition, it is a real human adventure where 
creativity, team spirit and excellence are the key 
words. The competitors must demonstrate their 
inventiveness to give pleasure, appeal and stand 
out from the crowd, using the same products. 
Team spirit is also essential, insofar as each candi-
date must match up to the other two members of 
the team, each one supporting the others in their 
respective challenges. Finally, candidates must 
surpass themselves to achieve the excellence for 
which the competition is renowned.

As they get ready for the competition, candidates 
follow a tough apprenticeship course that is rather 
like training for a sporting event : preparing for 
hours and hours every week, giving up their leisure 
activities and their free time, learning to work as 
part of a team, rehearsing each operation several 
times, constantly improving their products so the 
results will be perfect on the day of the competi-
tion. In the circumstances, their families’ support 
is vital.

While the intensive training demands excellent 
physical condition, it is also important for candida-
tes to be psychologically prepared. Travelling 
abroad, sometimes for the first time, taking part in 
a competition, flying their country’s flag, spending 
eight hours in a state of tension, concentrating in 
the presence of the public, photographers, the 
jury… all that requires a certain self-control. 

Each team is supervised by a coach. responsible 
for the training, management and organisation, 
the coach is also the team’s spokesperson. Smoo-
thing out all the problems that candidates are  
likely to encounter before and during the competi-
tion, the coach builds up their self-confidence and 
teaches them to relax so they can give it their very 
best efforts.

Confidences from a coach
A graduate of AiB international, kuen-ho shih has more than 20 
years’ experience in baking and is currently vice President of the 
China Grain Products research & development institute (CGPrdi) in 
taiwan. in 2008, he coached the taiwan team to 2nd place in the 
Bakery World Cup. 

The type of flour used in France was an important consideration. “It 
differs significantly from that used in Taiwan”, says Kuen-ho Shih, who 
sourced French flour from the only local importer. As well as using the 
same ingredients and equipment as for the competition, some training 
sessions were held in front of an audience to replicate the pressure that 
the participants would feel in front of judges.

Training sessions were held once a month over a 6-month period  
and were systematically timed and marked. “Between training sessions, 
each member had individual tasks to accomplish. That way, we could 
spend our time together focusing on things like teamwork and tactics.”

Two of the team members had never been to 
France before. With his international experience, 
Kuen-ho Shih played the roles of manager, 
interpreter and sometimes big brother to his 
team. “This was Taiwan’s first time in the Bakery 
World Cup. We were keen to share experiences 
with other bakers from all over the world. What 
satisfaction it gave us  to come second in the 
competition…”.

“I needed to ensure that my team was  
thoroughly prepared for the challenges in a 
competition like this. This meant devising and 
running training sessions to familiarise them 
with the conditions of the competition”.
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What goes on  
in the CAndidAtes’ heAds?
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(Comments compiled from various participants)

“I have dreamt of it for 
months…”

“i have hardly seen my family 
for months…”

“ Is my organisation up to scratch 
to cope with eight hours of  
competition?...  
representing one’s country, 
what an honour and what a  
responsibility!...”

“What unusual ingredients 
will i use?...”

“how can I find that 
balance of flavours that 
will astound the jury?...”

“i never imagined how much 
personal commitment would 
be involved...”

“ I must not disap-
point my friends, 
my boss and my 
colleagues who 
back me and  
believe in me...”

“how can I stand out 
from the rest with my 
artistic piece?...”

“ Managing all this 
stress properly. not 
letting yourself be 
bothered by the  
public or the jury…”

“
ThE LOUIS LESAFFrE CUP IS A WOndErFUL hUMAn AdVEnTUrE And A PErSOnAL ChALLEnGE,  
OnE ThAT rEqUIrES LOnG, InTEnSIVE PrEPArATIOn. STrESS MAnAGEMEnT, SELF-COnTrOL And 
PSyChOLOGICAL PrEPArATIOn ArE JUST SOME OF ThE VITAL ELEMEnTS nEEdEd TO COPE WITh ThIS  
hIGh CALIBrE COMPETITIOn And TO ExCEL. SOME TESTIMOnIALS…
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TWO LEVELS OF JUry

While each country is free to choose its local jury  
at national selection level – with the help of profes-
sional baking bodies – the international selection 
rounds are all subject to the same regulations.

Each geographic zone is allocated a jury. Each jury 
is composed of four or five members of a different 
nationality to that of the zone in question. This 
principle, also adopted for the Bakery World Cup, 
is absolutely essential to guarantee total objectivity 
and ensure that there are no professional or personal 
links between jury and participants. This neutrality 
is unanimously recognised by the profession.

The jury members, who come from all over the 
world, are renowned experts in the field of bakery. 
Christian Vabret has the privilege of chairing all 
the international juries and is the guarantor of 
their impartiality.

Experts to judge   
the WorLd’s GreAtest BAkers

About

 Christian Vabret
son of a baker, Christian vabret began his 
apprenticeship at 16 in the family business in 
Aurillac. While developing his bakery knowledge, 
he won a number of prizes at various competi-
tions and exhibitions.

in 1986, Christian vabret was given the title of 
Best Worker in France. the title “meilleur ouvrier 
de France” is awarded every three years to 
craftsmen, industry and service professionals 
whose work has provided a benchmark of 
excellence in scientific, technical, economic or 
artistic fields. The title is one of the highest 
professional honours in France.

it was Christian vabret, in 1992, who had the idea 
for the Bakery World Cup, an event that has now 
achieved worldwide renown. 

still working as a baker, passionate about 
advancing his profession, he 
has also written several 
professional works about 
bakery. 

All these activities have a 
common aim: to promote 
craftsmanship in general 
and the bakery profession  
in particular, of which he  
is currently one of its most 
ardent supporters.
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rEGULATOry CrITErIA  
And JUdGInG CrITErIA

Jury members will judge the products according  
to exclusively professional criteria according to a 
precise evaluation table.

For the Bread and the Viennese Pastry, there are 
two types of criteria. The regulatory criteria relate 
to compliance with rules on the products’ weight 
and volume, the number of pieces requested and 
the time spent. The more subjective criteria allo-
cate marks for taste, appearance and originality 
for the free choice pieces.

For the Artistic Piece, the criteria concern the illus-
tration of the chosen theme, the use of different 
doughs, creativity and “risk-taking”.

 A jury member 

testifies

thanks to the competition, bakers demonstrate their 
professionalism while the Louis Lesaffre Cup leads 
enthusiasts to surpass themselves to become even 
better”.

Mario Fortin
• Bakery consultant (Canada)
•  Jury member - 2007 Louis 

Lesaffre Cup/ 
Western europe selection

•  Jury member - 2008 Bakery 
World Cup

“The Louis Lesaffre Cup  
encourages cultural international 
encounters and these contacts 
ensure that our fine bakery 
tradition is enhanced and  
acknowledged. 

“The jury 
members are 
renowned 
experts in the 
field of bakery.”
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LESAFFrE, OrGAnISEr 
OF ThE LOUIS LESAFFrE CUP  

Partner of bakers on all five continents, Lesaffre 
conveys the fundamental values of baking (creativi-
ty, team spirit, excellence). The company thus  
assists all those who cultivate talent, know-how and 
the desire for excellence. To this end, it provides 
backing and support to leading competitions all 
over the world, those it has not set up itself.

The Louis Lesaffre Cup Masters is a direct descendant 
of these competitions in which Lesaffre is involved. 
Therefore, when it is a question of highlighting the 
greatest bakers, Lesaffre takes up the challenge and 
provides the resources to organise the event and 
help the professionals to practise and improve  
their skills.

Organisers  
oF WorLdWide renoWn

 About Lesaffre
A financially independent family group,  
established in over 190 countries, Lesaffre has 
developed genuine expertise in the fermentation 
process.

Lesaffre is now a world leader in yeast, bread-
making ingredients and yeast extracts. it offers 
products and services adapted to the specific 
requirements of its different markets: bread- 
making; food and nutrition; alcohol and biofuels; 
nutrients and biotechnologies.

since 1853, Lesaffre has combined closeness and 
professional contact with bakers. this has led to 
the setting up of around twenty Baking Centers 
across the world. these expert bread-making 
centres are equipped for demonstration, training 
and research. they enable bakers to share their 
know-how, participate in the development of the 
profession and perfect new baking techniques.

A few figures:
•  a turnover of over  

1 billion euros in 2008
• over 6,500 employees
•  one hundred companies spread over 

more than 190 countries
•  thirty production sites on  

all 5 continents 
• 25 Baking Centers
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EKIP “LES ÉqUIPEMEnTIErS dU GOûT”,  
In ThE FrOnT LInE TO EqUIP ThE LOUIS  
LESAFFrE CUP 

The professional union EKIP “Les Équipementiers 
du Goût” is the founder and owner of the International 
Bakery Pastry Ice-cream Chocolate and Confectio-
nery Show - EUrOPAIn, so it was a logical step for  
it to be associated with the Louis Lesaffre Cup by 
supplying the equipment needed by the competi-
tors in a large number of regions.

The professional union thus provides each competitor 
with all the required equipment to compete under 
optimum conditions. This means a total of 140  
appliances, tools and utensils, from spiral mixer to 
teaspoon. The aim is for each competitor to have a 
wide range of resources and high-level technical 
equipment available, similar to what he or she  
might find in a bakery.

 About EKIP
“Les Équipementiers du Goût”
ekiP “Les Équipementiers du Goût” is a union that 
represents French bakery-pâtisserie equipment 
manufacturers, both in France and abroad. its 
members export 40% of their equipment.

the union is responsible for promoting the profes-
sion, forging a network of links with all the partners 
in the wheat-flour chain: cereal producers, millers, 
ingredient manufacturers, craft and industrial bakers 
and pâtissiers, as well as retailers.

ekiP “Les Équipementiers du Goût” was behind  
the development of european hygiene and safety 
standards governing bakery and pâtisserie equip-
ment. it helps to encourage the dissemination of 
French bakery-pâtisserie teaching and know-how in 
France and abroad, particularly through the France 
Formation export (FFe) association, which it set up 
and which groups together the eleven largest French 
bakery-pâtisserie schools.

in addition to the euroPAin show, the union started 
the national Bakery-Pâtisserie show which is held 
alternately with the euroPAin show.
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LESAFFrE yEAST COrPOrATIOn (LyC), 
yEAST & BAKInG SOLUTIOnS

For more than 150 years, Lesaffre and red Star have 
remained passionate about bringing superior yeast 
and ingredients to the baking industry. With rEd 
STAr and SAF brand products, Lesaffre yeast 
Corporation has proudly lead the industry and set 
the standard of quality and innovation for genera-
tions. 

Lesaffre yeast Corporation takes pride in leading 
and supporting the baking industry through its 
renowned network of 26 Lesaffre Baking Centers 
worldwide. The Baking Centers are hands-on baking 
facilities that allow replication, on a small scale, of 
the processes and conditions in which commercial 
bakers work. The conducive facilities enable 
research and development staff to control and 
accurately quantify a variety of baking processes for 
testing, learning and teaching.

As partner of the bakers, Lesaffre yeast Corporation 
sustained the Bread Bakers Guild of America in the 
training of the Louis Lesaffre Cup Team USA 2010.

www.lesaffreyeastcorp.com

IBIE 2010: ThE PErFECT SETTInG

The International Baking Industry Exposition (IBIE)  
is the largest baking trade show in north America, 
bringing together the entire grain-based food 
industry. 

Brought to you by the American Bakers Association, 
BEMA and the retail Bakers of America, IBIE is a 
non-profit event with all proceeds reinvested back 
into the industry. For 90 years IBIE has helped fund 
legislative advocacy, consumer marketing campaigns 
promoting the health benefits of grain-based foods 
and programs that advance the knowledge of those 
currently employed in or entering the baking 
business. 

IBIE is delighted to have been chosen to host the 
Louis Lesaffre Cup. Showcasing regional talent and 
putting a spotlight on the skill, passion and pride 
paramount to the artisan baking profession aligns 
perfectly with the event’s mission. The competition 
will help to advance excellence in baking by educating 
and inspiring the thousands of bakers who attend 
IBIE.

www.ibie2010.com

reGionAL PArtners
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ThE BrEAd BAKErS GUILd OF AMErICA 
SUPPOrTInG ThE ArTISAn BAKInG  
COMMUnITy  

The Bread Bakers Guild of America, founded 
in 1993, is a non-profit alliance of professional 
bakers, farmers, millers, suppliers, educators, 
students, home bakers, technical experts, and 
bakery owners and managers, and has 1,300 
members from across the United States and 
around the world.

Its main missions are to shape the knowledge 
and skills of the artisan baking community 
through education and to provide the tools 
needed to produce the highest quality bread 
products.

The Guild is co-hosting the Louis Lesaffre Cup 
competition at the International Baking 
Industry Exposition (IBIE).  

www.bbga.org

Thank the following 
for their support

Organizers
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